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Abstract—Conventional controllers used in haptic devices are
sampled data systems in which the position and velocity of the
device is required to realize a visco-elastic virtual wall interaction.
Increasing the sampling rate of the controller improves the stable
range of virtual wall stiffness but simultaneously exacerbates
the estimated velocity. This inefficient velocity estimation limits
the implementation range of virtual damping at higher sampling
rates, thereby reducing the dynamic range of stable impedance
or Z-width of the haptic controller. A dual-rate sampling scheme
is proposed here for such controllers, whereby the position and
velocity loop is sampled at different rates. Implications of the
proposed scheme on the Z-width of haptic controller on a 1-
DOF (Degree-of-Freedom) custom haptic device is discussed.
Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed
scheme, particularly at higher sampling rates.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Haptic systems are sampled data systems that enable
physical interaction with virtual environments through
force-feedback. Due to the discrete nature of virtual wall
implementation, conventional haptic systems are unable to
render stiff virtual walls. This limited range of stable virtual
environment impedance is governed by many factors such as
sampling rate of the controller, encoder quantization, physical
damping and Coulomb friction of the device [1], [2], [3].
Colgate and Brown [1] coined the term Z-width as a measure
of performance of haptic devices. Z-width represents a region
of virtual stiffness and virtual damping values that can be
stably implemented on a haptic device. In the experiments of
Colgate and Brown [1], it was established that increasing the
sampling rate of the controller increased the stable range of
virtual wall stiffness, but would simultaneously deteriorate
velocity information. It was also established that physical
damping contributes positively towards the enhancement of
virtual impedance. However, increasing the physical damping
decreases the device transparency (a requirement in haptics
that free space outside the virtual wall should be felt free).
A concept of virtual coupling, that decoupled the haptic
control problem from the synthesis of virtual environments
was proposed by Adams et al. [4] and Colgate et al. [5]. The
idea of virtual coupling enables one to focus on enhancing
the stability of haptic controllers without worrying about the
design of virtual environment.

Various techniques to enhance the Z-width of haptic
controllers were thus attempted in [6], [7], [8]. Techniques

that focussed primarily on the sampling rate of the controller
were proposed in [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14]. In
particular, Sevcik et al. [11], Chawda et al. [13], Lee and
Lee [14], studied the effect of increasing sampling rates
(upto 10kHz) on the stability of haptic controllers. Although
works by Sevcik et al. [11] and Chawda et al. [13] resulted
in improvements at higher sampling rates, Lee and Lee
[14] attributed improvement in stability to the non-linear
virtual coupling proposed in [15]. Lee and Lee [14], however
did not consider the effect of virtual damping in their analysis.

From the authors knowledge, all the techniques reported
above used uniform sampling rates for the haptic controller.
This demanded better estimation of velocity, specifically at
higher sampling rates, which would be possible only by
using higher resolution encoders [1], [2] along-with complex
velocity estimation techniques as reported in [13].

For a given encoder resolution, improving the Z-
width of a haptic controller remains a challenge. In this work,
we propose an idea of dual-rate sampling scheme to improve
the Z-width and realize stable contact with stiffer walls. In the
proposed scheme, the position and velocity loop is de-coupled.
Our proposition is based on the fact that, higher the sampling
rates, higher the stable range of virtual wall stiffness. Similarly
lower the sampling rates, better is the velocity estimated.
The proposed idea of dual-rate sampling within a controller
is similar to the concept of up- and down-sampling used in
the digital control literature, i.e., multiple sampling rates at
different locations of a control loop. This type of multi-rate
sampling has been exploited during the last decade in the area
of motion control systems [20], [21] and [22]. The scheme
has been particularly used for performance enhancement in
feed-forward loops, in position tracking control [20] and other
motion control applications where the basic sampling rate was
constrained for one reason or another [22]. Motivation for
such multi-rate schemes has been to make the control input
smooth when the measurement sampling rate could not be
arbitrarily increased due of the sensor bandwidth or any other
hardware constraint [20]. Multi-rate sampling scheme has also
been recently used in bilateral tele-operation for acceleration
based control [23] and has been particularly recommended
for applications incorporating multiple sensors and actuators
with different bandwidths [20].
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Fig. 1. Conventional haptic controller with uniform-rate sampler T

Our motive here is to discuss and explore the feasibility
of using dual-rate sampling in increasing the Z-width of
haptic controllers, specifically at higher sampling rates. The
rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses
the basic components of a haptic controller and details about
the proposed dual-rate haptic controller, Section 3 explains
the experimental procedure, while results and discussions are
detailed in Section 4. Summary along-with future work is
provided in Section 5.

II. DUAL-RATE HAPTIC CONTROLLER

In order to explain the concept of our proposed dual-rate
sampling scheme, we consider here a simple model of virtual
wall interaction with a 1-DOF rotational haptic device. The
feedback/ reaction torque τ as a result of motion inside the
virtual wall is computed as

τ = Kθ +Bω (1)

where, K and B are the virtual wall stiffness in Nm/rad and
the virtual wall damping in Nms/rad respectively and θ, ω are
the angular displacement in rad and angular velocity in rad/s
of the device inside the virtual wall respectively. In a typical
haptics application, the feedback torque τ outside the virtual
wall is generally zero. Equation (1) represents an impedance
based lumped spring-damper model of the virtual wall. These
models are generally preferred for their ease and simplicity
in modelling and low computational requirements [16].

In a conventional haptic controller as shown in Fig.
1, the position data Xd from the optical encoders is sampled
at a uniform sampling rate T . Optical encoders being the
simple, convenient and dynamics free position sensors, are
ubiquitously used in haptic devices. The sampled position
data X+

d is then fed to the virtual environment block E(z). For
the haptic force law in (1), velocity is usually estimated from
the sampled position data X+

d using FDM (Finite-Difference-
Method) followed by appropriate filtering. This uniform-rate
scheme causes a net zero-order-hold effect ZOHT at the
controller output that is purely a function of sampling rate
T . From the stability theory of digital controllers, as the
sampling rate T is increased, ZOHT effect is decreased
thereby improving the stability of the controller. However, the
sampling rate T is often restricted by its negative impact on
velocity estimation [1].

In the proposed controller with dual-rate scheme,
as shown in Fig. 2, the effect of sampling rate on the
position and velocity estimation loop is decoupled. This
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Fig. 2. Proposed haptic controller with dual-rate sampling T1 and T2

is achieved by sampling the position and velocity data at
different rates. Position data is sampled faster i.e., at T1,
with the consideration that higher sampling rate improves
the stable range of virtual wall stiffness [1], [3]. Velocity on
the other hand, is estimated slowly i.e., at T2 with the fact
that at higher sampling rates velocity data is exacerbated.
This idea of de-coupled sampling forms the central idea of
our work that enables us to increase the sampling rate T1
without worrying for velocity exacerbation. The proposed
slower sampling of the velocity loop benefits the process
of velocity estimation that utilizes encoder data at sampling
rate T2. Overall an expected improvement in the impedance
characteristics of the haptic controller is achieved as would
be evident from experiments in the next section.

Although the use of appropriate filtering techniques
enables one to estimate velocity smoothly, at higher sampling
rate the velocity can be estimated properly only after
increasing the encoder resolution [1]. In addition, at higher
sampling rates, filter implementation demands more hardware
resources (like increased word length in a fixed point filter)
compared to the low sampling rate implementation [17].
We utilized a fixed-point second-order Butter-worth filter for
filtering velocity in our experiments. In the following section,
experiments with a 1-DOF haptic device are presented.

III. EXPERIMENTS WITH 1-DOF HAPTIC DEVICE

Z-width represents a popular qualitative measure to
compare the impedance characteristics of haptic controllers
[1], [3], [8], [13]. It is a graphical representation of an
area between stable range of virtual stiffness and virtual
damping coefficients at a particular sampling rate and external
impedance. Wider Z-width is always desired to realize a
variety of stable impedance models of the virtual wall [1],
[3].

Towards the experimental evaluation of the proposed
scheme, a 1-DOF part of a custom 2-DOF haptic device
developed in our laboratory [18] was used. Fig. 3 depicts
the components/ details of a 1-DOF experimental setup.
The device consisted of a 10cm long link that was hinged
vertically at one end in order to achieve a planar rotational
motion. The device was driven by maxon motor RE-25 with a
1000 cpr (counts per revolution) optical encoder mounted on
it. The motor axis and the device hinge were non-collocated.
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Fig. 3. Experimental Setup

An amplified torque of 10× motor torque was provided to the
link using a torque enhancer in a capstan drive arrangement
with motor shaft.

Although, the majority of our experiments were carried
out by involving human operator in the haptic loop, a few
experiments were also carried out automated. In automated
experiments, a constant external torque outside the wall was
generated, rather than involving a human operator. The link
attached to the motor, was forced to rotate at a particular
velocity until the virtual wall was hit. A 70g extra mass was
added at the end-effector of the link to increase the inertial
effect during the automated experiments. The link would
come to a complete stop for a stable contact and would
oscillate at the wall for unstable contact. These experiments
although successfully used by [7], [13], do not include human
operator in the haptic control loop (since human impedance
varies timely). However, this non inclusion of human operator
makes it difficult to judge the stability characteristics properly,
since human operator is a fundamental part of haptic control
loop. We therefore made use of automated experiments only
for a few experiments like velocity comparison as would be
detailed later.

Fig. 4 shows the zoomed view of the device used
for experiments, along with the user grasp used. While
carrying out the manual experiments, we removed an extra
mass that was attached previously at the end-effector. The user
was then asked to rotate the end-effector with a finger and
thumb grasp as shown in Fig. 4. The initial and final position
of the trial is marked with a dotted line in Fig. 4. A virtual
wall was defined in the controller at the final position. As
the end-effector penetrated virtual wall, an opposing torque
calculated according to (1) impeded the users motion. The user
was asked to feel the reaction force from the virtual wall. For
stable contact, the selection criteria was the absence of visually
elicit vibrations or a crisp sound while hitting the virtual
wall. Although a human operator can sometimes destabilize
a stable virtual wall, the experiments were conducted only
after training and familiarising the operator with the setup.
A video of the experimental procedure is available online at
web.iitd.ac.in/∼saha/todownload/AiR2013 kms videos.rar.
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Fig. 4. User rotating the end-effector from initial to final position

Both the control schemes i.e., dual-rate and uniform-
rate were implemented on Altera’s Cyclone II FPGA (Field
Programmable Gate Array). FPGA’s come up with features like
inbuilt resource optimization, high frequency on-board clocks,
parallel processing, reconfigurability, complete hardware
realization of controller modules etc. [19]. Following modules
were realized in our controller: quadrature decoder, position
counter, virtual wall, FDM, Butter-worth filter, sample and
hold device, force computation, PWM generator.

For our Z-width experiments, velocity was estimated
by cascading FDM module with a low-pass second-order
fixed-point Butter-worth filter. Filter design was carried out
using filter-design and analysis-tool (fdatool) in Matlab. In
most of the haptics and other feedback control systems [1],
[13], a low-pass second order Butter-worth filter is a common
choice for attenuating noise at high sampling-rates. For the
uniform-rate scheme, an appropriate filter cut-off frequency
‘fc ∼ 10% Nyquist frequency’ for the data sampled at TkHz
was used, although a smaller fraction can also be chosen.
Since the focus of present work was higher sampling-rate
applications, experiments were conducted at sampling-rates
T1 > 1kHz. The velocity in the proposed dual-rate scheme
was computed from a 2kHz sampled position data with fc
= 200Hz. This specification caused a filter delay of 1ms.
Reducing the cut-off frequency below 200Hz may sometimes
provide a better velocity estimate depending upon the device
characteristics, however we restricted ourselves to the above
specification to avoid further increase in the filter delay. For
example, with fc = 30Hz, a 10ms filter delay would be caused
for a 2kHz sampled data.

Since the control inputs were fed at higher rates
than the rate associated with velocity loop, the velocity for
the intervening period was assumed to be equal to the last
measured velocity. One could think about some predicting/
estimating techniques to estimate velocity in between the
samples also. However that would be needed only when the
velocity changes are expected to be at a very high rate, which
is usually rare in haptics, as it involves human operator in the
control loop.

An experiment was initially conducted to study the
variation and identify maximum stable range of virtual
stiffness K with respect to sampling rate T1 alone, i.e.,
without any virtual damping. The sampling rate T1 was varied
stepwise from 100Hz to 50kHz. For a particular sampling rate
T1, virtual wall stiffness K was increased until the operator
would feel the onset of instability. These values of virtual
stiffness were noted as the maximum stable stiffness at that
particular sampling-rate T1. As seen from Fig. 5, at T1 >
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Fig. 5. A semi log plot of the maximum value of stable virtual stiffness at
sampling rate T1 (with T2 = 0)

20kHz, saturation in the stable values of virtual stiffness
was observed i.e., mere increasing the sampling rate of the
controller above 20kHz did not improve the stable range of
virtual stiffness further. This experiment established the fact
that increasing the sampling rate T1 above 20kHz would
not in any way benefit towards stability of the controller,
rather would unnecessarily burden the controller. We therefore
restricted to a maximum sampling rate of T1 = 20kHz in our
further experiments.

In order to compare the impedance characteristics of
the controller with the proposed and conventional schemes,
further experiments were conducted at sampling rates T1 =
20, 10 and 2kHz with virtual damping included. For dual-rate
scheme, the sampling rate T2 was kept constant at 2kHz,
while for uniform-rate scheme T2 was kept equal to T1. In
the following Z-width experiments, at a particular sampling
rate T1 and T2, virtual wall experiments were conducted by
increasing the virtual stiffness K gradually for a particular
value of virtual damping B. At the onset of instability, the
particular value of virtual stiffness was noted. The experiment
was repeated five times for each trial in order to assess the
average value of K for a particular B. Fig. 6 depicts the
experimental Z-width of the controller at different sampling
rate combinations. To compare the effect of the proposed
scheme over the conventional one, we also plotted the depth
of penetration of the end-effector into the virtual wall (in
terms of encoder counts). This was done using automated
experiments, where we took the advantage of purely uniform
external impedance to the virtual wall. Fig. 7 depicts the
comparison of depths of penetration at different sampling rate
combinations.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Fig. 6 depicts the experimental Z-width of the controller
for T1, T2 = 2kHz; T1, T2 = 20kHz and T1 = 20kHz and
T2 = 2kHz. As seen from the figure, for T1, T2 = 2kHz,
the value of stable virtual stiffness increases initially upto
350 Nm/rad compared to the value at B = 0. However, as B
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Fig. 6. Implications on experimental Z-width

increases, the value of K drops until B = 3.3 Nms/rad. For B
> 3.3 Nms/rad, the system was unstable at all values of K.
This established the maximum implementation range of B for
the velocity computed using T2 = 2kHz. As the sampling rate
T1 was increased to 20kHz, the maximum value of virtual
stiffness increased to 560 Nm/rad (B = 0). However, as the
virtual damping was included, the maximum range of K
dropped upto B = 1.7 Nms/rad. After B = 1.7 Nms/rad, the
noise in velocity estimation (at T2) was considerable, so that
the system was unstable for all values of K. These results
are similar to those established previously in the conventional
literature [1], [3].

For the proposed scheme, however, as seen in Fig.
6, the value of virtual stiffness increased to 780 Nm/rad
after including the virtual damping. Also, since velocity
in the proposed scheme was estimated at T2 = 2kHz, the
implementation range was similar to the one in conventional
scheme for T1, T2 = 2kHz. The maximum achievable stiffness
at B = 3.3 Nms/rad was 280 Nm/rad.

Fig. 7 depicts the depth of penetration achieved at
sampling rates of 10 and 20kHz for the two control schemes.
As a matter of fact, for lower values of K, time taken by the
device to achieve stable contact with the virtual wall would be
larger compared to the one with higher values of K. Hence
we took lower range of K for visualising the impact of virtual
damping at low velocities. In the above figure, the depth of
penetration was plotted only after the first impact of the device
end-effector with the virtual wall. From Fig. 7(a), it became
quite evident that the depth of penetration was lesser for
the dual-rate scheme compared to the uniform-rate scheme.
Also the oscillations were relatively damped in the proposed
scheme that corresponded to higher virtual wall impedance
encountered by the device. An additional contribution from
the virtual damping was mainly responsible for relatively low
penetration and damped oscillation in the proposed scheme.
This however could not be seen in the uniform-rate scheme
due to insignificant contribution from virtual damping at low
velocity. Similarly at T1 = 10kHz, the depth of penetration
inside the virtual wall for three different cases was plotted:
dual-rate, uniform-rate and a case without virtual damping.
Fig. 7(b) depicts the respective depth of penetration profiles.
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Fig. 7. Relative depth of penetration (encoder counts) inside the virtual wall
at K = 32.52 Nm/rad and B = 0.13 Nms/rad

Initially some amount of velocity was estimated in case of
uniform-rate scheme compared to the case without virtual
damping. This resulted into slightly better performance of
the uniform-rate scheme compared to the case without virtual
damping, where the impedance was merely due to stiffness
alone. Since the overall velocity estimation was considerably
better in case of the dual-rate scheme i.e., at later stages
of impact also, the depth of penetration was lowest and the
oscillations were relatively damped.

Fig. 8 depicts the plots of velocity estimated at T2
= 2kHz and T2 = 20kHz using automated experiments. The
automated experiment enabled us to identify the velocity
profiles at different magnitudes. As seen from Fig. 8(a),
the velocity estimated at T2 = 20kHz contains considerable
noise compared to the estimation at T2 = 2kHz. Also at later
stages of impact as seen in Fig. 8(b), the velocity estimated
is considerably poor and nearly has a null value.

For a particular encoder resolution, Chawda et. al
[13] compared the root-mean-square (RMS) error in velocity
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Fig. 8. Velocity output using automated experiment

estimation for various differentiation schemes. They proposed
special differentiators for efficiently estimating velocity at
higher sampling rates viz. above 10kHz. Although their
differentiator performed better at higher sampling rates, their
RMS error results confirmed the superiority of using FDM
along-with an appropriate filter at sampling rates < 5kHz.
The proposed dual-rate scheme therefore does not require the
utilization of such complex velocity estimation techniques
for T2 = 2kHz while simultaneously increasing T1 above 5kHz.

The proposed dual-rate scheme therefore achieved a
wider Z-width compared to the uniform-rate scheme, since
virtual damping is known to improve the stable virtual
stiffness of the haptic controller [3]. The proposed method
can also be incorporated in a multi-DOF haptic device. For
such devices, the feedback/ reaction force from the virtual wall
is a function of end-effector position and velocity. The end-
effector velocity is typically a function of device Jacobian and
its joint rates. These individual joint rates can be efficiently
estimated using the proposed dual-rate sampling, thereby
contributing to the efficient estimation of end-effector velocity.



We therefore have addressed the issues that arise at
higher sampling rates (T > 1kHz), such as the need for high
resolution encoders, complex velocity estimation techniques
etc. Also the proposed technique is simple to implement
and can be easily adapted to the nature of interaction with
the virtual wall. A metric can be devised through which the
sampling rate for velocity loop could be made adaptive to the
nominal speed of the haptic device. For example, for high
speed applications, T2 could be greater than 5kHz and for
low speeds T2 could be less than 2kHz. The proposed work
thus reveals an alternative way to realize improved Z-width
of the haptic controller.

V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

Stiffer walls are usually realized at higher sampling rates
of the haptic controller. However, at higher sampling rates
velocity estimation is exacerbated. To stably implement the
virtual damping part of the haptic force law, complex velocity
estimation techniques along-with higher resolution encoders
are needed. A dual-rate sampling scheme for such controllers
has been proposed in this work to overcome the limitations in
the conventional uniform-rate scheme. The proposed scheme
decouples the position and velocity loop of the controller, in
other words the position and velocity loops are sampled at
faster and slower rates respectively. This scheme leads to a
wider Z-width for a given haptic device especially at higher
sampling rates. Experiments with the proposed scheme have
shown improvements in the impedance characteristics of a
1-DOF custom haptic device. The proposed scheme thus
avoids the need for high resolution encoders to efficiently
estimate velocity at higher sampling rates. Additional benefits
include low computational and resource burden required for
velocity filtering at lower sampling rate.

As a part of future work, we plan to carry out theoretical
stability analysis of the proposed controller. We also plan
to conduct experiments involving encoders with different
resolutions.
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